INTRODUCTION
When something unfamiliar emerges or when something familiar does something unexpected people need to make sense of what is emerging or going on. When people started dying of AIDS in the early 1980s; when agricultural input companies sought to introduce genetically modified organisms (GMOs) into farming systems; or when the global financial crisis (GFC) erupted in 2008 people individually and collectively needed to make sense of the new and unfamiliar. In recent years people across the globe have been faced with making sense of climate change (CC; Wolf and Moser 2011, Moloney et al. 2014) . Making sense of phenomena is of course a necessary step that enables individuals and groups to cognitively, emotionally, and physically relate to what is going on (Weick 1995 , Weick et al. 2005 , Klein et al. 2006 , Weick 2012 .
Social representations theory (SRT) posits processes and mechanisms through which individuals and society make sense of the unfamiliar (Moscovici 1973 , 2000 , Wagner and Hayes 2005 , Höijer 2011 ). In essence SRT explains the emergence and dynamics of common sense knowledge and value systems within and across social groups. For more than 50 years SRT has been usefully applied to a diverse portfolio of issues with the theory under active development (Howarth et al. 2011) . The last decade has witnessed a number of researchers applying SRT to climate change with most of this work documenting social representations (SRs) using the following data sources: news media reporting (Carvalho 2010 , Jaspal et al. 2016 , surveys or focus group discussions with members of the general public (Cabecinhas et al. 2008 , Reusswig and MeyerOhlendorf 2010 , Olausson 2011 , Smith and Joffe 2013 , Gómez-Martín and Armesto-López 2014 , Moloney et al. 2014 , Wibeck 2014 , Baquiano and Mendez 2016 , and both surveys and media analyses (Shrestha et al. 2014) . Emerging from this work has been an expanding and deepening understanding, among researchers, of how different social groups represent climate change.
Much less is known about social representations of people responding to climate change or about linkages between climate change SRs and action. Only a single theory-based article addressed human responses: suggest researchers need to integrate SR's, identity theory and sociopsychological action to understand human responses to climate change. The first objective of this paper responds to this need through presenting empirically based explorations of linkages between SRs of adaptation, climate change, identity, and action in the context of human responses to climate change. It is recognized that action in relation to climate change presumes some form of climate change representation: the two social objects (climate change and adaptation) are integrally linked.
The second objective of the paper is methodological: automated text analysis or data mining techniques have, consistently and for quite some time, been advocated as an approach to compliment more traditional SRT research approaches (Doise et al. 1993 , Lahlou 1996 , Kronberger and Wagner 2000 , Chartier and Meunier 2011 . In a pioneering paper Lahlou (1996) described using lexical analysis software ALCESTE, (Reinert 1983 (Reinert , 1990 to statistically extract elements of SRs associated with eating. Since then a small number of studies have been published using automated text analysis (virtually all using ALCESTE) to identify SRs (Chartier and Meunier 2011) .
Automated text analysis has however, evolved significantly in the last 10 years (Evans and Aceves 2016) , particularly in relation to the use of hierarchical probability models (topic models) as 1 Reflecting Society, 2 James Cook University, Department of Anthropology, 3 CSIRO http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol21/iss4/art16/ random generating processes for both documents and terms (Blei et al. 2003 , McNamara 2011 , Riordan and Jones 2011 , Blei 2012 , Roberts et al. 2014 . Although a relatively new field of statistics, topic modeling is rapidly gaining attention across a range of application domains including, for example, a variety of machine learning and data mining tasks (Cook and Krishnan 2015, Wang and Han 2015) ; analysis of political texts and processes (Grimmer 2010 , Roberts et al. 2014 , Koltsova and Shcherbak 2015 , Lucas et al. 2015 ; the examination of social networks through writings in social media (Tang and Li 2015) ; assessing scholarly impact (Gerrish and Blei 2010) and the content of scholarly publications (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004) ; reviewing consumer research publications ; and evaluating online health service delivery (Chen et al. 2015) .
The theory that underpins topic modeling, which sees topics as the generators of documents and word distributions, maps very well onto SRT, which sees SRs as the underlying common sense knowledge of socially relevant phenomena that serve as the basis for thinking, communicating, orientating in the world, and action (Moscovici 1973, Wagner and Hayes 2005) . The combination of SRT and topic modeling appears to be a potentially highly informative combination for SR research but the two have so far not been used together. A second objective of the paper is therefore, to document an example of applying topic modeling as an automated text analysis tool in SR research.
Topic modeling makes the following simplifying assumptions (Blei et al. 2003 , Blei 2012 :
. First, documents, or in our case narrative fragments, are assumed to be bags of words. The structure of sentences and relationships among words are not used;
. Second, topics are defined as distributions of words from a fixed vocabulary. Topics are therefore the imaginary random processes that generate the word distributions that we see in a document;
. Third, documents comprise distributions of topics (documents usually comprise multiple topics) with topics being distributions of words.
Narrative or conversation is seen by many to be the fundamental mechanism of human sense making, cognition, communication, and memory (Barthes and Duisit 1975 , Mandler 1984 , Bruner 1986 ) and key to the formation and maintenance of SRs (László 1997 , Wagner and Hayes 2005 , Jovchelovitch 2012 . In this paper an approach to the analysis of micronarratives collected as part of a collaboration to explore factors enabling or constraining adaptations to CC is described. SRT is the theoretical framework for the investigation and topic modeling is used as a dominant analytical method. Through this analysis answers to the following three questions are presented:
1. Can we reliably detect elements of SRs associated with adaptation to climate change in conversation fragments using topic modeling?
2. Does an understanding of SR's associated with adaptation to climate change enable us to predict CC related action?
3. How are SR elements distributed among different (selfidentifying) social groups?
The data and fuller description of collection process are more fully described in Lynam and Fletcher (2015) so only salient points will be provided here. Thereafter the results of the analyses are presented and discussed in relation to the three questions posed above. I conclude with a reflection on the strengths and weaknesses of the approach used. For the purposes of this paper only responses from those in each of the surveys who identified themselves as Australian were used (n = 660).
METHODS

Data collection
The survey instrument used an integrated mixed methods approach (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010) in which respondents were asked to imagine being in a conversation with strangers. They were then prompted to respond to a question posed to them by one of the strangers by typing text into an online text box: After responding to this prompting question respondents were asked a series of questions in relation to this narrative fragment. One of these questions gave respondents seven options for how their response related to change from which they could select all that applied (preventing change, magnifying change, getting ready for change, changing, recovering from change, reinforcing the effects of change, and none of these). In addition respondents were asked to identify their own social role from a list of six options (Scientist / Academic / Researcher; Government agency employee; NGO employee; Community representative; Private sector employee; and Other). http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol21/iss4/art16/ Topic model development Topic models were fit to narrative fragments written by respondents in response to the above prompt. Narrative fragments tended to be short (mean of 53 words) and varied in length from a few words to a maximum of 342.
Preprocessing of the fragments, prior to model fitting, comprised correcting obvious spelling errors with a word processor, word stemming, and stop word removal. Stemming converts terms to their basic root or stem so that variants, such as climate, climatic, climates would be treated as the same term, e.g., climat. Stop words, e.g., the, it, on, if, contribute little to topic identification and so were removed using the SMART stop word list from Lewis et al. (2004) . The corpus of narrative fragments was preprocessed using the stm package (Roberts et al. 2016) in R (R Core Team 2015) to yield a corpus of 660 documents with 1568 terms, i.e., a vocabulary of 1568 terms.
An important choice to make when fitting a topic model is the number of topics to model -k. For the analyses presented here a two-stage process was used to identify a suitable k: first 10 models were fit to the data using k = 10 to 100 in increments of 10. Smaller k was found to yield better fitting models so in the second stage another set of models were fit using k = 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25 , and 30 topics. Model suitability was assessed using a combination of the exclusivity and semantic coherence metrics recommended by Roberts et al. (2014) as well as holdout probability. Exclusivity is a measure of the proportion of the top words in a topic that are exclusive to that topic whereas semantic coherence is a measure of the frequency with which top words in a topic cooccur (Mimno et al. 2011 , Roberts et al. 2014 and Appendix therein). Holdout probability measures the likelihood of the model when predicting a subset of the data that was not used for model building.
For the analysis presented in this paper a k of 10, i.e., 10 topics, was selected because it provided higher granularity of topics, i.e., higher exclusivity relative to lower k models, had high semantic coherence, and also performed well from a holdout probability perspective. Once the model was fit to the data, narrative fragments that reflected high proportions for each of the topics were read to ensure the topics results were sensible.
Fitting a topic model creates two important matrices used in the analyses presented here: the first, theta, comprises the proportion of each document assigned to each topic (where documents in our case were the narrative fragments). Each document (row in the matrix) will have a value for each column (topic) that represents the proportion of that document assigned to that topic. The second matrix, beta, comprises the word probabilities for each topic. Each word (row in the matrix) will have a value for each column (topic) that represents the probability of that word in each topic. Topic labels (Table 1) were created by the author for each topic after careful reading of the top terms for each topic in conjunction with reading narratives (documents) that were highly representative of each topic, i.e., they had high theta values for that topic.
Predicting action, modeling SR structure
To assess whether the results of topic modeling were useful for predicting CC related actions required two steps: first, we needed to identify how respondents related their narratives to change;
and then second we needed to establish a predictive relationship between these change classes and the proportions of topics in their narratives. Recall that respondents were presented with seven options of how their response related to change from which they could select anywhere from one to seven of these options (preventing change, magnifying change, getting ready for change, changing, recovering from change, reinforcing the effects of change, and none of these). Selection of the seventh (none) excluded selection of any of the other options. There were thus 2 6 = 64 plus 1 = 65 unique change classes which, given the data set (n = 660), was too many for our analyses. In addition many of these classes had only a few responses. The number of change classes was reduced to five using Bayesian Latent Class Analysis (BLCA; White and Murphy 2014) . BLCA seeks to find latent classes (clusters) in sets of binomial data. BLCA uses a mixture modeling framework to model a target distribution (in our case a multinomial of change class) from a mixture of the seven Bernoulli distributions. BLCA produces class (group) probabilities for each response and item probabilities (where items are the seven binomial variables) for each class or group. The output of the BLCA was a latent class with the input being the matrix of binomial responses to the seven options of how the described experience related to change. Each response in the dataset was assigned to the highest probability latent class with the class being the target for model prediction. Class proportions and item probabilities for these classes are shown in Table 2 .
The second step was to test our ability to correctly classify every response as one of these change classes based on the topic proportions in that response. Two tree-augmented naïve Bayes (TAN) classification models (Friedman et al. 1997 , Scutari 2010 were trained to classify respondent BLCA Class: the first (base TAN model) included only discretized topic proportions (theta) for each topic and discretized sentiment score. The second (saturated TAN model) had all base variables as well as variables associated with the following: the sample; the respondent (age, gender, education, social group); who the story was about; and seven scales associated with the importance of information, sense of control, efficacy, degree to which respondents felt isolated, the influence of plans or planning, the degree of denial among participants, and the perceived stability of the situation.
A range of discretization's (n = 2 to 10 bins) of the theta matrix were tested with best classification accuracy achieved using data discretized into three levels. TAN model prediction accuracy was estimated using a modified 10-fold cross validation (Kohavi 1995) , which divided the data into 30 groups rather than 10 to provide more data for model learning in each iteration. The following process was used: every row in the data matrix was randomly assigned to one of 30 equal sized groups; TAN models were developed with data from 29 of the groups and the data from the held out group was then used for testing (prediction); the BLCA (action) class was "hidden" for the test group and the topic proportions and sentiment score used to predict the action class; these predicted action classes were then compared to the actual action class; each group was held out in turn so the procedure yielded 30 estimates of action class prediction performance.
The sentiment score for each narrative fragment was estimated using the approach and sentiment score library of Hu and Liu (2004) , Liu (2012) within the qdap package in R (Rinker 2013) . Table 1 . Topic titles, key topic terms (probability and frequency / exclusivity or frex) with mean, sd, median, min, and maximum statistics for topic proportions across the corpus. Frex terms are terms with the highest frequency and exclusivity scores. Most likely terms are the terms with the highest probability. Sentiment scoring sums the number of positive and the number of negative terms in each document. The negative sum is then subtracted from the positive sum and the result is divided by the square root of the number of terms to yield a sentiment score for the document. As with the theta values sentiment was discretized into three levels: negative, neutral, and positive.
To identify the probabilistic relationships among topical, sentiment, and action elements of the SR's associated with adaptation to climate change a Bayesian Network (BN) model was developed using the bnlearn package (Scutari 2010 ) of R (R Core Team 2015 . Five thousand random networks were generated and then the TABU algorithm, with the k2 score, was used to find the relationships among variables that maximized the score for the data (Scutari 2010 , Nagarajan et al. 2013 ). Models were tested using 30-fold cross validation described earlier.
BN models were exported to Netica (https://norsys.com/netica. html), which was used for sensitivity analyses and for display purposes. Sensitivity analysis identifies how each variable in the model contributes to uncertainty in the target variable (BLCA class).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overview of topics
Recall that topics are distributions over words. The key terms for each topic, i.e., those with highest probability or highest frex score where frex is a combination of frequency and exclusivity, are shown in Table 1 . For example, the terms with the highest frex scores for topic 1 (Barriers) were: barrier, issu, prepar, overcom, knowledg, obstacle and order and the highest probability terms were: prepar, issu, communiti, inform, impact, understand, chang. Note also that every term in the vocabulary occurs in every topic.
The dominant topic across the corpus was Topic 5 associated with belief and trust as illustrated in the following quote. Topics 3 (Theories of change) and 4 (Living green) were next most common across the corpus, each comprising a little less than 10% of the corpus: These examples show that the model derived topics do represent underlying discussion topics that are reasonable and may be reflective of the underlying SRs of adapting to climate change and are consistent with findings elsewhere in the literature, e.g., Lorenzoni et al. (2007) , Whitmarsh (2009 ), Olausson (2011 . The examples we have used in these topic descriptions reflect narrative fragments with high proportions of the focal topic. Most documents should comprise multiple topics and the relationships among topics across the body of narratives could provide a new way of looking at SR structure. We present results to demonstrate this claim in a later section of the paper but first we demonstrate the relationship between topics and action as SRT suggests SRs comprise "... patterns and features of discourse and extended activity realised by individuals..." (Wagner and Hayes 2005:255) .
The difficulty with dealing with climate change is found within the institutional arrangements we currently have. Most arrangements are inadequate to deal with a problem that is ill defined, and thus inadequately addressed with existing capacity that is [sic] falls well short of what is appropriately required. This is driven by a socio-political setting that is oriented towards other social priorities such as economic development that takes
Predicting action class using topic proportions and sentiment scores Survey respondents were asked to identify how the experience they described related to change. We have previously described how the selections of options they made were assigned to one of five discrete (latent) classes (preparing, changing, reinforcing, preventing or magnifying, and none of these) and how treeaugmented naïve Bayes (TAN) modeling was used to classify each of the 660 responses into one of these action classes based on topic proportions and sentiment scores. If, as SRT suggests, SRs orient people to action, then knowledge of SRs associated with CC adaptation should enable us to identify likely action classes. To benchmark these classifications model results were compared to a random assignment: random assignment of responses to an action class would, on average, get the class assignment correct 20% of the time. Classification accuracy better than random indicates what can be learned about action through knowing about topic proportions.
Overall the classification accuracy of the TAN models was close to twice as good as a random assignment. Unfortunately this aggregated performance masked some poor classification performance: we were able to predict preparing, changing, or none very much better than a random assignment model but the classification accuracy with reinforcing and preventing / magnifying was worse than the random assignment model (Table  2) . To put this in context: based only on topics generated from narrative fragments and the sentiment generated from words in the fragments the TAN model was able to correctly predict those that were preparing to adapt to climate change 58% of the time, those that were adapting (changing) to climate change 34% of the time, and those that were doing none of these things 51% of the time (Table 2 ).
The poor classification accuracy for the Reinforcing and Prevent / Magnify classes is attributed to two things: first, the small number of responses in these two classes provides fewer cases for model learning; and second these two groups were quite mixed in the action items assigned to them: Group 4 (Reinforcing) in particular had all action options except "none of these" assigned to it while group 5 (Prevent / Magnify) comprised a mixture of two quite different activities: preventing change and magnifying change (Table 2) .
Sensitivity analyses of the action class node in the base TAN model identified Topic 10 (Natural phenomena), Topic 2 (Capacity to act), Topic 5 (Belief, trust), and Sentiment score as the predictor variables contributing most to uncertainty in the BLCA (action) class classification. Topic 10 separated the two action classes (Preparing and Changing) from None: when respondents had a high proportion of Topic 10 (Natural phenomena) in their narratives they were four times more likely to be classed as "None" compared with those with low proportions of Topic 10 (see example below). Preparing and Changing were over four times more likely than None with low proportions of Topic 10. Topic 2 was strongly related to Preparing: respondents with high proportions of Topic 2 (Capacity to act) were 7 times more likely to be Preparing than those with low proportions of Topic 2. When readying themselves to change respondents needed to assess or discuss what capacities were needed to act. But Topic 2 was also common among narratives of those changing.
Although man contributes in a minimal
In some circumstances practical capacities exist with well resourced people and in other circumstances people may not have the resources and have no idea as to how they can be adapting. (NGO Employee, AUS_CCC sample, Topic 2 proportion = 0.76, BLCA class Preparing).
Being the dominant (highest probability) topic, Topic 5 (Belief, trust) was associated with all action classes. It was however, useful for exploring the different facets of belief and trust and how these worked through to action. High levels of Topic 5 were associated both with Preparing and with None as the following examples illustrate: Topic modeling does therefore generate informative topics reflective of elements of SRs of adapting to climate change. Topic Fig. 1 . Representation of the Bayesian Network model developed using the TABU algorithm and k2 score. Topic proportions are shown in blue, self-identified respondent role in grey, and action class in red. Bars in each box reflect the probability of the states (for topics low, moderate, and high) with probabilities shown as percentages. Probabilistic relationships among variables are represented as directed arrows.
proportions were sufficiently strongly associated with action classes to enable reasonably accurate prediction.
Topic proportions among social groups
The algorithm used to develop the BN finds the association among variables that maximizes the k2 score (the penalized likelihood of the data, for this exploration the discretized proportions of topics, sentiment scores, action class, and selfidentified social role for each response were used). The resulting BN can be thought of as a probabilistic snapshot of SR elements associated with SRs of adapting to climate change drawn from a sample of 660 Australians (Fig. 1) . The following discussion of structure and elements of SRs draws heavily on the structuralist SR perspectives of Abric (2001), Wagner and Hayes (2005) , and Lahlou and Abric (2011) .
The BN was used to examine several properties of SR structure. First the co-occurrence probabilities of, and dependencies among, topics or SR elements; second the core and peripheral elements of the SR; and third the most salient (probable) topics (elements) across subgroups of the sample.
Using all variables to predict the state of each topic in turn yielded a mean (std) proportion correctly predicted of 0.66 (0.08), i.e., prediction accuracy twice as good as a random model. In what follows a few examples of "storylines," derived from querying the BN probabilities are described as examples of the associations among topics, i.e., SR elements: 2. Those discussing barriers to changing (Topic 1) would also likely discuss capacity to act (Topic 2), the need for empowerment and guidance (Topic 9) and theories of change (Topic 3). Again these expectations were supported by the BN results: high proportions of Topic 1 (Barriers) were 23 times more likely associated with high proportions of Topic 9, 30 times more likely to be associated with high proportions of Topic 3, and 24 times more likely to have high proportions of Topic 2 than those with low proportions of Topic 1;
3.
Respondents with high proportions of Topic 4 (Living green) were almost 7 times more likely to have high proportions of Topic 6 (Technology & economics) in their narratives than were those with low proportions of Topic 4.
The BN model thus provides a probabilistic synthesis (with known predictive accuracy) of the SR of adapting to CC observed across the sample. A body of SR theorists have written about the core and peripheral elements of SRs: core elements are seen as the stable, universal components that "give the representation its significance and coherence" while peripheral elements are more ephemeral and perhaps not as broadly salient (Abric 1996 , Wagner et al. 1996 , Abric 2001 , Wagner and Hayes 2005 , Lahlou and Abric 2011 . If it is assumed that stable topic proportions (SR elements) across social groups are indicative of core elements of the SR then querying the BN model probabilities identified Topic 6 (Technology & Economics), Topic 9 (Empower & Guide) to be relatively stable, i.e., relatively constant probabilities of topic proportions, across the social groups in the model (government employees, researchers, the public and other; Fig. 2 ). Sentiment and action class were also relatively stable across these groups.
The BN model was also used to explore the salience of different SR elements (topics) across the social group each respondent identified with. The probabilities of topic proportions for each of the three major groups are shown in Figure 2 and illustrate the differences and similarities in salience of topic proportions (SR elements) across groups: based on Euclidian distance measures government employee and researcher patterns of probability across topic proportions were more similar to each other than either was to that of the public. Most notable was the much higher probability of high proportions of Topic 10 (Natural phenomenon) among the public (9 times higher than government employees and 3 times higher than researchers) and higher proportions of Topic 8 among the public (Finding the way, twice as high as government employees and 5 times higher than researchers). Highly salient for the public therefore, is the need for help to deal with the natural phenomenon of CC. Topic proportions are also useful to illuminate the relative distributions, in topical space, of individuals drawn from different social groups. The topics to which the variable respondent role was most sensitive were Topics 10, 8, 3, and 2 so these were used to map individual locations in topical space: the much higher levels of Topic 10 (Natural phenomena) among members of the public relative to government employees or researchers is clearly visible in Figure 3 , as is the strong negative relationship between Topic 10 and Topic 8 (Finding the way) among government employees.
The BN highlights a view of SRs that integrates meanings (including those beyond the focus of climate change), emotions, and actions, a view consistent with recent empirical results (Lorenzoni et al. 2007 , Whitmarsh 2009 , Fischer et al. 2012 ) and theory (Gifford 2011 . From this perspective people make sense of the world through broad, shared, and interconnected networks of meaning, emotion, and action, not via narrowly defined, single-issue themes, attitudes, or behaviors.
The combination of BNs and topic modeling may thus provide a relatively straight forward approach to the examination of SR content (the word distributions of the topics, specific emotional content, and actual activities) and SR structure (the interconnected networks of relationships among topics, sentiment, and action). The approach is consistent with SRT and through the use of Bayesian probability theory, relatively simple to interpret.
CONCLUSIONS
Topic modeling appears to offer considerable potential for the examination of SRs. The topics generated from an Australian sample of narrative fragments associated with adaptation to climate change capture elements of SRs of CC adaptation prevailing at that time. These automated, text-analytic "bag of words" distributions of words and topics provide a new way to examine SRs while sharing complimentary theoretical assumptions: that topics or SR elements are the underlying random processes that generate the observed word and topic distributions. The topics themselves were informative and provided logically related and probabilistic storylines of how people in the sample represented the phenomenon of adaptation to climate change. Additionally, topic proportions provide information on SR structure and topic (SR element) salience across the sample or subgroups within the sample.
Theory holds that SRs include cognitive, emotional, and action elements. The BN modeling used in this paper demonstrates the statistical integration of these elements: the TABU model presented was used to discover the relationship among variables that was most likely given the data. As far as is known this approach has not previously been applied in SR research.
The results presented here support research and theory that conceive SRs as shared and interconnected networks of meanings, emotion, and action that extend beyond a single issue or thematic focus. This is both good news and bad: on the one hand it provides multiple possible leverage points for action to influence outcomes; but on the other it highlights that the core elements of SRs may be protected or maintained by issues / topics / elements that are only distally related to the focal issue.
The approach of eliciting micronarratives and then having respondents interpret their narratives using a small number of defined measures enabled identification of topics but also identification of how these topics related to action. The approach provides a potentially powerful and fully integrated hybrid of qualitative and quantitative methods.
Although the methods described in this paper appear to hold promise as a new data collection and analytical approach to exploring SRs, what was done has limitations that suggest caution in interpretation: SRs of contentious issues such as CC and CC adaptation are likely to be in constant flux; although some of the elements identified in the original data set are likely to be persistent, new topics are likely to have emerged and the relative salience of topics is bound to have changed since the data were collected.
In addition the data from researchers, government employees, and the public were collected over a period of almost 11 months, time enough for changes to occur in the SR elements, and particularly given the very negative Australian media coverage of CC at that time (Bacon 2013) . The data were not collected from a random sample and hence are not considered representative of groups or sections of the Australian populace.
Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses. php/8778
